|Admin
Full autonomy

Ready-set usability

System flexibility

Control your user experience with full system
configuration
3-GIS | Admin gives you the power to fully configure how
users interact with the entire 3-GIS software suite–anywhere
and at any time. Tailor the UI to provide users with only the
tools they need for the job, and easily modify processes per
project.

What you can do with 3-GIS | Admin
With no custom coding required, 3-GIS | Admin grants you the freedom to
create a system of regulations and guidelines to define how the software
is accessed and operated by users of all levels, from employees to third
party vendors.
>
>
>

Create protection rules based on user roles to restrict data access
Help maintain overall data integrity by enforcing data verification
Update material lists and costs on the fly to keep reports accurate

About 3-GIS | Admin
3-GIS | Admin is a browser-based portal used by system administrators to configure map services and
modules, system preferences, and user accessibility for 3-GIS | Web, 3-GIS | Mobile, 3-GIS | Prospector,
and 3-GIS | Network Express.
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Key features
>
>
>
>
>
>

Assign and define user roles
Limit tool access and visibility
Control data access by third-parties
See overall system health
Define administrator privileges
Maintain material catalog

>
>
>
>
>

Define BOM and QAQC rules
Define work packet exports
Enforce data validation rules
Control attribution visibility and editability
Create and configure reports

Service security and compliance
In order to support requirements for security groups (virtual
firewall) advanced encryption, subnets, IAM, VPC (including
ingress and egress controls), 3-GIS Live is hosted by Amazon
Web Services (AWS). AWS is aligned and compliant with
applicable regulations and standards including ISO/IEC
27001/2. We utilize relevant standards as we configure our
solutions in the AWS cloud infrastructure. AWS offers secure
solutions for highly sensitive data such as government agencies
and departments as well as private firms.

About us
3-GIS, an SSP Innovations company, empowers companies to achieve better
operating efficiencies and to meet the challenges of building increasingly
complex fiber networks. 3-GIS uses a data driven approach based on
geospatial reference, rules-based calculations, mobility, and web-based

Contact us for a full
demo and learn how
3-GIS can benefit your
organization.

services to revolutionize the potential and realize the market opportunities of
fiber assets. Our fully-configurable solutions allow users to plan, design, and
manage networks; provide real-time data that is used enterprise-wide; and
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enable automation for faster service activation, in one seamless system. The

sales@3-GIS.com

company has development, design services, product support, and operational
staff in five countries challenging the status quo every day to improve the
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economic visibility of fiber networks; creating a more connected, informed, and
lighted world.
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